

















In	 contrast	 to	 grammaticalization	 studies	 of	 lexical	 verbs	 changing	 into	 auxiliares,	
semantic	changes	found	with	lexical	verbs	is	an	understudied	area	of	historical	semantics.	
One	 exception	 is	 Reznikova	 et	 al.	 (2012),	 who	 investigate	 the	 complex	 nature	 of	 this	
process,	 emphasizing	 the	 role	 of	 metaphor	 and	 metonymy.	 We	 concentrate	 on	 the	




levels	 of	 schematicity	 for	 Proto-Indo-European,	 including	 propounding	 a	 novel	
reconstruction	 of	 a	 conceptual	 metaphor,	 SUCCESS	 IS	 MOTION	 FORWARD,	 and	 the	
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* We	 are	 indebted	 to	 Bethany	 Christiansen,	 Bill	 Croft,	 Spike	 Gildea,	 Martin	 Hilpert,	 Svetlana	 Kleyner,	

















1993,	 Bybee	 et	 al.	 1994	 and	 Krug	 2011	 for	 cross-linguistic	 investigations	 of	 TAM	
auxiliaries).	Studies	of	individual	languages	include,	for	instance,	Diewald’s	(1999)	and	
Traugott	&	Dasher’s	(2001)	work	on	modal	verbs	in	the	history	of	English	and	German,	
and	 Fleischman’s	 (1983),	 Bybee	 &	 Thompson’s	 (2000),	 Barðdal’s	 (2001),	 Hilpert’s	
(2008),	 Diewald	 &	 Wischer’s	 (2013)	 studies	 of	 aspectual	 verbs	 denoting	 future	 in,	
English,	German,	Swedish	and	Icelandic.	Also,	Haan	(2007),	Cornillie	(2008),	Diewald	&	










domain,	 in	 both	 ancient	 and	modern	 Indo-European	 languages,	 regularly	 change	 into	
lexical	 items	 denoting	 concepts	 in	 the	 psychological	 domain,	 thus	 reporting	 a	
directionality	from	the	concrete	to	the	abstract.	Both	Viberg	and	Sweetser	demonstrate	a	
clear	pattern	of	polysemy	for	perception	verbs,	explaining	how	a	 full	lexical	verb	may	







claims	 that	 most	 changes	 in	 meaning	 represent	 basic	 metaphorical	 extensions).	
Reznikova,	Rakhilina	&	Bonch-Osmolovskaya’s	(2012)	work	shows	a	clear	directionality	






is	 that	 this	 process	 is	 considerably	 more	 common	 than	 the	 usual	 cases	 of	
grammaticalization	in	the	history	of	languages.	Despite	this,	work	on	semantic	shifts	in	
lexical	 verbs	 leading	 to	 the	 emergence	 of	 new	 verbs	 is	 minimal	 compared	 to	 the	
industrious	enterprise	of	grammaticalization	research.		
The	 present	 article	 aims	 to	 fill	 in	 some	 lacunae	 in	 this	 understudied	 field	 of	
historical	semantics,	i.e.	semantic	shifts	in	lexical	verbs	leading	to	the	emergence	of	new	





verbs,	 thus	 contributing	 to	 a	 general	 theory	 of	 semantic	 change.	 We	 focus	 on	 one	





new	 abstract	meanings.	We	 disinter	 a	 development	 involving	 six	 basic	metaphors,	 of	





the	 literature,	 little	 attention	 has	 been	 paid	 to	 syntactic	 phenomena	 eventually	
accompanying	these	semantic	changes,	for	instance	changes	in	predicate	and	argument	




argument	 structure	 and	meaning	 and	 found	 that	 change	 in	 one	 does	 not	 necessitate	
change	in	the	other	(cf.	also	Tsepeleva	2015).	




predicate	 structure,	 involving	 directionally-specified	 prefixes	 or	 modifying	 adverbs.	
While	we	cannot	definitively	answer	when	and	how	such	metaphors	arise,	the	ubiquity	
of	 the	 metaphorical	 extension,	 and	 its	 co-occurrence	 with	 the	 same	 predicate	 and	
argument	structure	across	the	languages	that	we	investigate	below,	clearly	suggest	that	










hó̄s			 hoi															 dólōi													 ou					 proekhó̄ree	 	





									 he.DAT									 at.all			not			 succeed		 	 	 	 [<	grow] 	
									 ‘he	did	not	succeed	at	all’	(Beo.	2852)		
	
For	 our	 purposes,	 it	 is	 the	 co-occurrence	 of	 these	 three	 phenomena,	 metaphorical	













Furthermore,	 any	 theoretical	 analysis	 of	 the	 data	 investigated	must	 be	 able	 to	
account	 for	 non-compositional	meaning	 as	 a	 result	 of	metaphorical	 extension,	 verbal	
polysemy	in	general,	and	it	must	import	a	theoretical	grounding	in	order	to	contribute	to	






Construction	 Grammar	 was	 developed	 to	 account	 for	 idioms,	 set	 phrases	 and	 fixed	
expressions	 that	other	 frameworks	at	 the	 time	had	problems	 incorporating	 into	 their	
analytical	 machinery.	 Construction	 Grammar,	 in	 contrast,	 employs	 a	 uniform	









relatedness	 between	 them.	 Then,	 in	 Section	 6,	 we	 propose	 a	 reconstruction	 of	 the	
predicate	and	argument	structure	constructions	for	success	verbs	for	Proto-Germanic	as	
well	as	for	Proto-Indo-European,	employing	the	formalism	of	Construction	Grammar.	We	
further	 present,	 as	 the	 first	 attempt	 in	 the	 literature,	 a	 reconstruction	 of	 a	 basic	
conceptual	 metaphor,	 SUCCESS	 IS	 MOTION	 FORWARD,	 for	 both	 Proto-Germanic	 and	
Proto-Indo-European.	This	also	 includes	a	reconstruction	of	 the	mapping	between	the	


















	 	 Þá		 lægði		 	 	 storm-inn	




	 	 táta	 ebhyo		 yajñáḥ		 	 prá̄rocata	




	 	 Him		 	 wondrede		 	of		 þe		 grete		 li3te	




	 	 Më		 ṇdihē		 	 se		 na		 	 ṇlidhnjim		 duoj		 ṇdë		 	
	 	 I.DAT		 feel.3SG		 that		 we.NOM		 bind.1PL		 while		 in		 	





	 počemu		 ž		 	 mne		 tak		 teplo	




	 Mihi	 ne		 illud		 	 quidem		 accidit	




	 sphōïn		 mén		 t’epéoike		 	 …		 hestámen	




	 nu=mu		 	 	 :arpašatta=pat	
	 CONN=I.DAT/ACC		 	 bad.luck.3SG=local-PCL	
	 ‘then	I	had	bad	luck’	(Hatt.	i.35)	
                                               
2	Unless	otherwise	noted,	the	data	provided	come	from	the	EVALISA	project,	 the	NonCanCase	Database	
(http://www.evalisa.ugent.be/noncancase),	 which	 contains	 collected	 examples	 of	 the	 oblique	 subject	
construction	across	all	early	branches	of	the	Indo-European	language	family.		
6 
We	assume	 that	 these	 accusative-	 and	 dative-marked	 arguments	 are	 indeed	 syntactic	
subjects	in	constructions	of	this	type,	building	on	the	large	body	of	work	that	has	provided	
the	syntactic	basis	for	delineating	syntactic	subjects	and	objects,	regardless	of	their	case	





While	 oblique	 subject	 constructions	 are	 well	 documented	 for	 the	 Germanic	
languages,	 it	 is	 generally	assumed	 that	 they	are	not	 so	pervasive	 in	many	early	 Indo-
European	languages	(cf.	Hock	1990	on	Sanskrit,	Luraghi	2010	on	Hittite,	Viti	2016a	on	




in	 the	 sense	 that	 new	 verbs	 entering	 the	 language	 may	 acquire	 this	 non-canonical	
argument	structure	(cf.	Barðdal	1999,	2008,	2011,	2012,	Bjarnadóttir	2014).	There	also	













productive	 in	different	 languages,	 there	 is	still	strong	evidence	 for	assuming	that	such	
structures	can	and	should	be	reconstructed	for	Proto-Germanic	(cf.	Barðdal	&	Eythórsson	
2012,	Barðdal	et	al.	2016)	and	perhaps	even	further	back	for	Proto-Indo-European	(cf.	
Barðdal	 &	 Smitherman	 2013,	 Barðdal	 et	 al.	 2013,	 Danesi	 et	 al.	 2017,	 Barðdal	 &	
Eythórsson	 2019,	 Barðdal	 et	 al.	 2019,	 Pooth	 et	 al.	 2019).	 Such	 investigations	
overwhelmingly	demonstrate	 that	syntactic	 reconstruction	 is	 indeed	possible,	 and	 the	
field	 of	historical	 syntax	 has,	 in	 fact,	 been	 steadily	 progressing	 as	 a	 result	of	 this	 and	
similar	research.	The	present	investigation	thus	adds	to	the	growing	body	of	scholarship	





in	 argument	 structure,	 and	 vice	 versa,	 that	 a	 change	 in	 argument	 structure	 reflects	 a	
change	 in	 verbal	 semantics	 (cf.	 Kemmer	 &	 Barlow	 2000,	 Hilpert	 &	 Koops	 2008).	 Yet	
Christiansen	 &	 Joseph	 (2016)	 point	 to	 at	 least	 some	 instances	 where	 a	 change	 in	
argument	 structure	 has	 no	 bearing	 on	 the	meaning	 of	 a	 verb,	 and	we	 know	of	many	





that	 there	 are	 certain	 recurrent	 metaphors	 found	 throughout	 the	 Indo-European	
languages,	many	of	which	may	be	of	universal	nature,	and	which	quite	commonly	match	
with	 similarities	 in	 non-canonical	 argument	 structure.	 We	 elaborate	 on	 these	
investigations	by	focusing	solely	on	metaphors	for	success	(not	discussed	by	Smitherman	
2012	 or	 Barðdal	 &	 Smitherman	 2013),	 i.e.	 on	 a	 single	 semantic	 class	 of	 verbs,	
diachronically	traceable	to	verbs	of	motion.	This	metaphor	is	so	recurrent	in	our	data	that	
reconstruction	of	this	semantic	shift	for	both	Proto-Germanic	and	Proto-Indo-European,	
together	with	 the	 cognitive	 frames	 that	 allow	 for	 this	 type	of	 extension,	 is	practically	
required	to	account	for	its	recurrence	in	both	the	Germanic	and	Indo-European	daughter	
languages.		





























	 	 mir		 gelang		 	 	 	 ubelo		 an		 dîu	












Dat			 en				can	enen	heer		 	 niet		 wel		 raken	
that		 not		can	a.OBL	lord.OBL		 not		 well		 succeed	[<	‘touch’]	
‘A	lord	cannot	succeed	at	that’	
(W.	Bisschop	&	E.	Verwijs,	1870,	Gedichten	van	Willem	van	
		 	 	 Hildegaersberch,	p.	238,	l.	101,	's-Gravenhage)	
	
	 d.	 Aiming/reaching	(Modern	Icelandic)	










	 	 Auch		 das		 	 glückt			 																														mir		 passabel	












German	 (Grimm	 &	 Grimm	 1954–1971:	 Bd.	 8,	 Sp.	 287),	 suggesting	 a	 direct	 semantic	
development	from	‘have	luck’	to	‘succeed’.	This	is	a	denominal	verb,	stemming	from	the	
MHG	noun	g(e)lücke	which	meant	 ‘fortune,	 luck’,	 already	 in	 the	12th	 century	 (see	e.g.	
Sanders	1965:	94–95	et	passim).	Thus,	the	derivational	history	of	glücken	is	the	same	as	
that	 found	 for	 the	 corresponding	 Icelandic	 verbs	 lánast,	 heppnast	 and	 auðnast,	 all	
meaning	‘succeed’,	with	the	original	noun	meaning	‘fate,	fortune,	luck’.		





with	 the	 unprefixed	 lingen.	 Accordingly,	 Kroonen	 (2013:	 338)	 reconstructs	 the	 form	
*lingwan	for	Proto-Germanic	with	the	meaning	‘succeed/make	progress’.	Going	further	
back	 in	 time,	 the	 meaning	 of	 the	 Proto-Indo-European	 verbal	 root	 *h1lengwh-	 is	







goes	 back	 to	 the	 Proto-Indo-European	 root	 *spheh1-,	 meaning	 both	 ‘grow,	 increase,	
become	 fat’	 and	 ‘prosper’	 (Pokorny	 1959:	 983,	 LIV2:	 584).	 Therefore,	 a	 semantic	
development	from	‘grow’	to	‘prosper’	to	‘succeed’	appears	as	likely	(see	also	Ihrig	1916:	
132).		
As	 is	detailed	 in	Section	4	below,	 four	of	 these	six	metaphorical	extensions,	 i.e.	
motion	>	success,	growth	>	success,	touch/contact	>	success	and	aim/reach	>	success,	
recur	in	other	early	Indo-European	languages	as	well.	In	the	bulk	of	this	article,	however,	















	 ganga			 einhverjum	 	 	 	 við	


















	 tha	 honum		 	 ganger	 mädher		 alt		 	 slät	




















	 	 einhverjum		 	 gongst		 væl	




	 	 honom		 gåår		 sällan			 wäl.		




	 	 Arnari		 gekk		 vel		 með		 fyrstu		önnina					í		 skólanum	…	
	 	 Arnar.DAT		 went		 well		 with		 first		 term.the		in		 school.the	
	 	 ‘Arnar	did	well	at	the	end	of	the	first	term	at	university	...’	
		 	 	 (https://www.facebook.com/freyjulundur/posts/90775056275)	
	






























































	 Mir		 		(er)geht		 es		 	 gut.	 	


























As	 is	 implicit	 in	 the	 analysis	 above,	 the	 meaning	 of	 the	 verb	 go	 in	 Germanic	 varies	
depending	on	predicate	and	argument	structure.	When	occurring	 intransitively	with	a	
nominative	subject,	the	verb	attests	its	primary	meaning	‘go,	walk’,	while	when	occurring	




walk’	 meaning	 to	 be	 primary	 and	 the	 ‘succeed’	 meaning	 to	 be	 derived	 through	 a	
metaphorical	extension.		
In	addition	 to	 the	 role	of	 the	metaphorical	 extension,	 the	question	arises	as	 to	
which	degree	the	predicate	structure	also	contributes	to	 this	new	meaning.	That	 is,	 to	
which	degree	do	the	prefixes	in	West-Germanic	and	the	adverbs	in	Old	English	and	North	




simply	minor	or	 insignificant.	The	 same	 is	 true	 for	 the	prefix	ge-	 in	Old	High	German	
gilingan,	as	 the	meaning	 ‘succeed’	 is	also	 found	with	the	unprefixed	verb	 lingan	 (EWA	
2014:	1313).	Historically,	however,	er-	derives	from	a	spatial	adverb	meaning	‘from’	and	
ge-	 derives	 from	 a	 comitative	 particle	 meaning	 ‘with’	 (Wischer	 &	 Habermann	 2004,	
Martín	Arista	2012,	Köbler	2014).	It	can	thus	not	be	excluded	that	these	prefixes,	with	
their	 prehistorical	 ‘from’	 and	 ‘with’	 meanings,	 have	 contributed	 to	 the	 by	 now	 non-
compositional	meaning	‘succeed’	when	originally	prefixed	to	the	verb	‘go’.		
Regarding	the	role	of	the	adverbial	modifiers	in	Old	English	and	North	Germanic,	
these	 are	 all	manner	 adverbs,	 ‘well’,	 ‘easily’,	 ‘smoothly’,	 and	 as	 such	 they	modify	 the	
verbal	event.	There	is	thus	no	doubt	that	the	polarity	of	the	manner	adverb,	with	positive	
or	negative	polarity,	defines	whether	the	event	described	is	a	success	or	failure.	Adding	a	
polarity	 adverb,	 however,	 only	 modifies	 the	 new	 meaning,	 determined	 by	 the	
metaphorical	extension	of	the	core	verbal	semantics	(MOTION	FORWARD	>	SUCCEED),	
but	does	not	itself	create	the	new	meaning.	As	an	example,	let	us	imagine	a	collocation	
[walk	 +	well].	 Clearly,	 [walk	 +	well]	 does	 not	 automatically	 yield	 a	 success	meaning.	
Instead,	 the	adverbial	modifier	 simply	 specifies	 the	manner	of	 the	walking	process.	A	




























Mér		 hefur		 	 farnast		 vel	
	 I.DAT	 has.3SG	 fared	 	 well	
	 ‘I	have	fared	well’	
	




	 honum				 kleif																	 hvergi		 áfram	










Hverso		 snúnuðo		 yðr		 	 konor			 yðrar?	







	 Henni		 reiddi			 vel		 af	








	 mir		 gelang		 	 ubelo		 an		 dîu	




depth	 of	 the	 metaphorical	 extensions	 discussed	 above,	 as	 some	 of	 these	 extensions	
appear	to	be	more	lexicalized	than	others.	 In	 the	examples	 in	Section	3.1	and	(14–17)	






polysemy,	may	 suggest	 that	 the	 timeframe	 for	 this	particular	meaning	extension	with	
(gi)lingan	is	considerably	longer	than	for	the	other	motion	verbs	discussed	here,	i.e.	on	
the	 assumption	 that	 lack	 of	 polysemy	 speaks	 for	 a	 diachronic	 change	 that	 has	 been	
completed.		
This	specific	example	with	(gi)lingan	 indeed	suggests	 that	 the	co-occurrence	of	
the	dative	subject	construction	with	verbs	denoting	‘succeed’	has	its	roots	much	further	




canon,	 namely	 the	 dative	 subject	 construction.	 An	 analogical	 process	 of	 this	 type,	
involving	 case	and	argument	structure	assignment	 to	new	or	existing	verbs,	has	been	
documented	 both	 in	 synchrony	 (Barðdal	 2008)	 and	 diachrony	 (Barðdal	 1999,	 2009,	






directional	 specifications	 are	 inherently	 present	 in	 the	 core	 semantics	 of	 snúa.	 It	 is	
















si		 proinde	 ut		 ipse		 	 mereor	 mihi		











sám̐		 				hāsmai	 	 padyate		 	 yáṃ		 	 	







eí	 moi		 sumbaínei		 toûto	
if		 I.DAT		 turn.out.3SG	 this.NOM	
‘if	I	succeed	in	this’	(Plat.	Laws	744a)	
e.	 Ancient	Greek:	pro-chōréō	(pro+chōréō		‘forward+go’)	
hṓs		 hoi		 	 dólōi		 	 ou	 proekhṓree	











                                               
3 The	etymology	of	the	Vedic	root	 r̥dh	‘succeed,	be	successful,	go	well’	(see	Kulikov	2012:	362–369	for	a	










Kartais	 ir		 šuniui		 pasiseka	 gardesnį		 kąsnį		







Jam		 	 gerai		 ten		 vyksta	



















	 A	 voina		 	 sja		 imъ		 	 ne		 udala	





	 Man	 nusidave		 	 kelionė	





	 	 takku=šmaš		 	 ŪL=ma		 ḫapzi	










	 	 autôi	 	 oudèn			 	 epetúnkhane	





	 Ne	 kiekvienam		 	 nutiks			 	 taip		 iš	karto		






Some	 of	 these	 verbs	 are	 polysemous	 in	 their	 respective	 languages,	while	 others	 only	
denote	 success.	 In	 those	 cases,	 the	 metaphorical	 extension	 is	 apparent	 from	 the	
etymological	history	of	the	root.	For	both	categories	of	success	verbs,	some	show	varying	



























                                               




Early	 research	 on	 metaphor	 in	 the	 cognitive	 linguistics	 community	 has	
documented	that	common	metaphors	for	success	are	“reaching	the	end	of	a	path”	(Lakoff	
1993:	222,	Radden	1996:	446ff.)	 and	 “motion	 forward”	 (Goatly	1997,	Kövecses	2002:	





















There	 is	 a	 clear	 connection	 between	 the	 last	 metaphor,	 SUCCESS	 IS	 SPEED	 and	 the	
development	of	 (gi)lingan	 from	Proto-Indo-European	*h1lengwh-	 from	 the	meaning	 ‘go	
fast,	speed,	run’.		Also,	the	first	two	of	the	conceptual	metaphors	listed	above,	SUCCESS	IS	
BIG	 and	 SUCCESS	 IS	 HIGH,	 are	 indeed	 relevant	 for	 two	 more	 of	 the	 metaphorical	





as	 an	 instantiation	 of	 the	 SUCCESS	 IS	 HIGH	 metaphor	 since	 climbing	 is	 inherently	









also	 a	 submetaphor	 of	 the	 higher-level	 metaphor	 GOOD	 IS	 BIG,	 of	 which	 other	
instantiations	are	IMPORTANT	IS	BIG,	SIGNIFICANT	IS	BIG	and	POWERFUL	IS	BIG	(Lakoff	
&	Johnson	1980,	Nicholls	2004,	Schubert,	Waldzus	&	Giessner	2009).	
Thus,	 three	 of	 our	 documented	 source	 domains,	 giving	 rise	 to	 existing	















In	our	quest	 to	document	how	 full	 verbs	may	develop	 from	other	 full	 verbs,	we	have	
uncovered	several	regularities	in	semantic	change,	including	the	development	motion	>	
success,	 which	 is	 at	 least	 of	 Proto-Germanic	 origin,	 if	 not	 Proto-Indo-European	 (see	
Sections	3–4).	Hence,	we	have	good	reasons	to	reconstruct	a	set	of	success	constructions	
for	earlier	stages.	In	what	follows,	we	begin	with	the	relatively	more	secure	context	of	







of	 certainty	 associated	 with	 it	 that	 is	 directly	 related	 to	 the	 strength	 of	 the	 attested	
patterns.	We	 focus	 on	Germanic	 for	 this	 reason,	 as	 the	 languages	 of	West	 and	 North	
Germanic	 in	 particular	 share	 the	 same	 set	 of	 six	 conceptual	 success	metaphors,	 each	
attested	to	greater	or	lesser	degrees	with	the	dative	subject	construction.	
With	 regard	 to	motion	 verbs,	 we	 have	 documented	 that	 there	 are	 two	 sets	 of	
cognates	 relevant	 for	 the	 Germanic	 success	 constructions:	 in	 North	 Germanic,	 verbs	
cognate	to	Faroese	ganga;	in	West	Germanic,	verbs	cognate	to	Old	English	gān.	The	North	
Germanic	 verb	 can	 be	 reconstructed	 as	 *gangan	 for	 Proto-Germanic,	 and	 the	 West	




distinct	 verbs:	 Proto-Germanic	 *gǣjan	 and	 *gangan,	 exactly	 the	 verb	 roots	 under	
discussion	here	(cf.	Mottausch	1998).	 In	 the	prehistory	of	West	Germanic,	*gǣjan	and	
*gangan,	got	integrated	into	one	paradigm,	with	*gǣjan	used	in	the	present	system	and	
*gangan	 in	 the	 past.	 In	 contrast,	 in	 the	 prehistory	 of	 North	 Germanic,	 *gangan	 was	
generalized	throughout	the	entire	tense	system,	although	reflexes	of	*gǣjan	can	be	found	
in	both	East	Norse	(Old	Swedish	gā,	Old	Danish	gaa)	and	West-Norse	(Old	Icelandic	gá).	
Therefore,	 even	 though	 the	 two	 verbs	 are	 not	 etymologically	 related,	 they	 are	 still	
morphologically	 related	 in	 the	 sense	 that	 they	 belonged	 to	 the	 same	 morphological	
paradigm	of	the	verb	‘go’	in	Proto-Germanic.		







Table	 3.	 Correspondence	 set	 for	 the	 verb	 ‘walk’	 in	 Germanic	 with	 the	 proposed	
reconstructed	form.	
	
	 FORM1	 FORM2	 MEANING	 RECONSTRUCTED	
FORM	
Gothic	 gaggan	 	 ‘walk’	 	
Old	High	German	 gangan	 gān/gēn	 ‘walk’	 	
Old	English	 gangan/gongan	 gān	 ‘walk’	 	
Old	Saxon	 gangan	 gān	 ‘walk’	 *gangan-/gǣjan-	














* verb-specific argument structure cxt   
     
 FORM < gangan-/gǣjan- >   
     
 SYN ARG-ST < NP-Nomi >    
     
 SEM  Self_motion-fr  
  FRAMES SELF_MOVER i  
     










the	 lexical	 items	 relevant	 for	 a	 particular	 argument	 structure	 and,	 following	 that,	 the	
semantic	participants	of	the	corresponding	verbal	event.	In	all	instances	across	Germanic,	


























requisite	 pre-	 or	 post-verbal	 adverbial,	 we	 argue	 that	 a	 reconstruction	 of	 a	 success	











the	 modifying	 morphemes	 differ	 —	 namely,	 North	 Germanic	 prefers	 a	 post-verbal	
adverb,	while	at	least	two	of	the	West	Germanic	languages	prefer	a	perfective	prefix.	As	
is	 discussed	 in	 Section	 3.1	 above,	 the	 perfective	 meaning	 is	 most	 likely	 a	 later	
















	 VERB	ADV	 MEANING	 RECONSTRUCTED	
FORM	
Old	Icelandic	 ganga	létt	 ‘succeed’	 	
Old	Swedish	 ganga	slät	 ‘succeed’	 				*gangan-/gǣjan-	ADV	





																																																	PREVERB	 VERB	ADV	 MEANING	 RECONSTRUCTED	
FORM	
Old	English	 	 gān	wel	 ‘succced’	 	
Middle	High	German	 er-	 gān	 ‘succeed’	 	*PRE-gangan-/gǣjan-	
Middle	Dutch	 er-	 gaen	wale	 ‘succeed’	 	
	
On	 this	 basis,	 we	 opt	 for	 partial	 reconstructions	 for	 both	 Proto-North	 Germanic	 and	
Proto-West	Germanic,	as	in	Figures	2–3,	respectively.	These	reconstructions	are	partial	
in	 that	 certain	 “slots”	 are	 not	 lexically	 specified	 at	 this	 level,	 namely,	 the	 specific	
modifying	adverb	used	in	North	Germanic	and	the	prefix	in	West	Germanic.		
	
* verb-specific argument structure cxt   
     
 FORM < gangan-/gǣjan- ADV >   
     
 SYN ARG-ST < NP-Dati, NP-Nom/PPj >    
     
 SEM  Success_or_failure-fr  
  FRAMES PROTAGONIST    i                      
   GOAL                                j  




Observe	 that,	 exactly	 as	 in	 Figure	 1,	 the	 argument	 structure	 and	 the	 semantic	 frame,	
including	the	semantic	participants	of	the	verbal	event,	are	also	reconstructed,	all	this	on	




nominative	 object	 and	 5a	 for	 a	 prepositional	 object).	 These	 syntactic	 participants	
correspond	to	the	semantic	roles	of	“agent”	and	“goal”,	respectively.	Importantly,	these	
23 
semantic	 roles	 are	 adopted	 directly	 from	 the	 FrameNet	 project,	 which	 specifies	 that	
‘succeed’	as	a	verbal	event	involves	an	agent	and	goal.6		
However,	 FrameNet	 also	 makes	 use	 of	 the	 term	 protagonist	 for	 deprofiled	
individuals	who	attempt	to	succeed,	a	term	more	accurate	for	verbs	of	success	selecting	
for	dative	subjects.	Clearly,	in	languages	where	‘succeed’	occurs	with	an	oblique	subject,	
the	 relevant	 subject	 referent	 is	not	 construed	as	an	agent,	 but	as	 some	sort	of	 a	non-
agentive	participant	engaged	in	the	event	of	accidental	or	non-controlled	success.		
	
* verb-specific argument structure cxt   
     
 FORM < PRE-gangan-/gǣjan- >   
     
 SYN ARG-ST < NP-Dati, NP-Nom/PPj >    
     
 SEM  Success_or_failure-fr  
  FRAMES PROTAGONIST    i                      
   GOAL                                j  





North	and	Proto-West	Germanic.	The	 function	of	 the	prefixes	 in	 the	 reconstruction	 in	
Figure	3	is	not	specified,	since	it	is	not	transparent	synchronically,	as	discussed	in	Section	





























Old	Icelandic	 DAT-snúna	 ‘turn’	 ‘succeed’	
	
                                               
6 https://framenet2.icsi.berkeley.edu/fnReports/data/frameIndex.xml?frame=Success_or_failure	
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There	are	two	major	differences	 in	 the	reconstruction	 in	Figure	4,	as	compared	to	the	
reconstructions	 in	Figures	1–3:	 i)	 the	FORM	field	 is	empty,	and	 ii)	 there	 is	a	new	field	
between	the	SYN	and	the	SEM	fields,	namely	a	field	for	VERB	CLASS.		
	
* verb-class-specific argument structure cxt   
     
 FORM <                              >   
     
 SYN ARG-ST < NP-Dati, NP-Nomj >    
     
 VERB CL Verbs	of	motion   
     
 SEM  Success_or_failure-fr  
  FRAMES PROTAGONIST    i                      
   GOAL                                j  






found	 in	 the	 success	 construction	 in	 the	 Germanic	 languages,	 even	 though	 the	 same	




Figure	4,	 indeed,	 captures	a	broader	generalization	about	Proto-Germanic	 than	
the	 reconstructions	 in	Figures	 2–3,	 namely	 that	 the	 conceptual	metaphor,	 SUCCESS	 IS	
MOTION	FORWARD,	must	have	existed	at	 this	proto-stage.	That	 is,	we	are	not	merely	
reconstructing	 an	 argument	 structure	 construction	 together	 with	 the	 relevant	 lexical	
material	(in	fact,	in	this	case	we	are	not	reconstructing	any	lexical	material	at	all),	but	this	
reconstruction	also	includes	an	implicit	association	with	the	conceptual	metaphor	that	




step	 forward	 than	 simply	reconstructing	 lexical	or	phonological	 information.	Not	only	
does	our	reconstruction	encode	syntactic	information	—	adding	to	the	growing	body	of	





in	 non-Indo-European	 languages	 or	 can	 perhaps	 independently	 emerge	 in	 different	
branches.	 We	 believe,	 however,	 that	 this	 particular	 metaphorical	 extension	 is	
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reconstructable	for	Proto-Germanic,	since	it	coincides	with	a	synchronically	unmotivated	
argument	 structure,	 the	 one	 involving	 oblique	 subjects,	 and	 in	 certain	 cases,	





productivity	 of	 the	 dative	 subject	 construction,	 for	 instance	 in	 Germanic.	 On	 such	 a	
scenario,	 a	 verb	 meaning	 ‘succeed’,	 occurring	 with	 a	 nominative	 subject,	 would	 get	
attracted	 to	 the	 dative	 subject	 construction,	 and	 hence	 start	 occurring	 with	 a	 dative	
subject	 instead	 of	 the	 expected	 nominative.	 Such	 verb-specific	 changes	have	 certainly	
been	 documented	 in	 the	 history	 of	 the	 Germanic	 languages	 with	 oblique	 subject	
predicates	(Allen	1995:	250,	Falk	1997:	51,	Barðdal	1999,	2001,	2009,	2011,	Eythórsson	
2000,	 2002,	 Jónsson	 &	 Eythórsson	 2005).	 The	 problem,	 however,	 is	 that	 such	 item-
specific	 changes	 are	 generally	 not	 found	 across	 several	 daughter	 languages,	 but	 are	
confined	to	only	one	of	the	daughters,	due	to	the	analogical	nature	of	such	changes.	In	our	
case,	however,	we	 find	 the	 same	 lexical	 verbs,	 the	 same	meaning,	 the	 same	predicate	
structure,	 and	 the	 same	 non-canonical	 argument	 structure	 in	 one	 language	 after	 the	








subject	 construction	 together	 with	 the	 metaphorical	 extension,	 SUCCESS	 IS	 MOTION	
FORWARD,	can	be	reconstructed	even	further	back	to	Proto-Indo-European.	As	shown	in	










Old	English	 DAT-gān	wel	 ‘go	well’	 ‘succeed’	





















examples	 from	 Vedic	 Sanskrit	 both	 involve	 the	 comitative	 ‘with’.	 Note	 that	 in	 these	
examples	a	preverb	is	used	in	the	same	way	as	it	is	used	with	the	verb	‘go,	walk’	in	the	
West	Germanic	data	presented	in	Section	3	above.		
Furthermore,	 although	 the	 degree	 of	 polysemy	 found	 for	 the	 verbs	 across	 the	
languages	 in	 Table	 7	 might	 vary	 —	 with	 the	 ‘succeed’	 meaning	 becoming	 the	 only	
meaning	for	some	but	not	necessarily	all	the	languages	—	this	simply	indicates,	within	a	
Construction	Grammar	 framework,	 that	 the	 nominative	 subject	 construction	with	 the	
original	 concrete	 meaning	 is	 no	 longer	 available	 for	 the	 compounded	 verb,	 i.e.	 the	
semantic	 change	 is	 complete.	 Taking	 seriously	 the	 fact	 that	 both	 the	 metaphorical	
extension	of	motion	>	success	and	the	predicate	and	argument	structure	are	recurrent	
across	 genetically	 related	 languages	 that	 are	 distant	 in	 time	 and	 space,	 which	 is	
unexpected	given	the	lack	of	any	intrinsic	link	between	the	two,	a	partial	reconstruction	
for	 Proto-Indo-European	 may	 be	 suggested	 as	 in	 Figure	 5,	 on	 the	 basis	 of	 the	
correspondence	set	in	Table	7	above.		
	
* verb-class-specific argument structure cxt   
     
 FORM <  PRE-V ‘directional/comitative’ V  >                    
     
 SYN ARG-ST < NP-Dati, NP-Nomj >    
     
 VERB CL Verbs	of	motion   
     
 SEM  Success_or_failure-fr  
  FRAMES PROTAGONIST    i                      
   GOAL                                j  
     
	






IS	MOTION	FORWARD	 and	 the	 dative	 subject	 construction	 coupled	with	 the	meaning	
‘succeed’	 were	 all	 available	 in	 the	 constructiCon	 of	 Proto-Indo-European.	 Instead	 of	
leaving	the	FORM	field	blank,	we	use	it	to	specify	the	morphological	restrictions	of	the	
predicate,	namely	 that	 it	must	 contain	a	preverb	with	either	directional	or	 comitative	
semantics,	with	the	verb	class	specifying	that	verbs	of	motion	in	particular	participate	in	
this	 construction.	 This	 reconstruction	was	 achieved	 by	 simply	 projecting	 back	 to	 the	
proto-language	a	template	consistently	found	across	the	daughter	languages,	which	is	the	
standard	 process	 of	 reconstruction.	 The	 difference	 between	 the	 reconstructions	 we	
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languages.	 Given	 that	 we	 assume	 that	 such	 a	 construction	 existed	 in	 Proto-Indo-
European,	the	question	arises	as	to	why	some	cognate	verbs	are	not	found	instantiating	
the	construction	in	the	Indo-European	material	presented	in	Section	4	above,	which	in	
turn	 would	 allow	 for	 a	 reconstruction	 of	 a	 verb-specific	 Proto-Indo-European	
construction	and	not	only	a	verb-class-specific	construction	as	in	in	Figure	5	above.	The	
reason	 is,	as	 is	well	known	in	historical	 linguistics,	 that	vocabulary	gets	replaced	over	
time	(e.g.	Firth	1935,	Bynon	1977:	183–193,	Cavalli-Sforza	&	Wang	1986,	D’arcy	2006,	



















dative	 subject	 construction,	 summarized	 by	 the	 partial	 reconstruction	 in	 Figure	 5	—	
shows	 beyond	 doubt	 that	 such	 a	 construction	 could	 and	 should	 be	 reconstructed	 for	
Proto-Indo-European.	 In	other	words,	 if	we	 take	 seriously	 that	 such	a	metaphor	must	
have	existed	within	Proto-Indo-European,	then	at	some	stage	in	the	production	of	this	
construction	 there	must	 have	 been	 a	mapping	 from	 a	 conceptual	 frame	 (SUCCESS	 IS	
MOTION	 FORWARD)	 onto	 the	 available	 argument	 structure.	 Oblique	 subject	




be	 expressed	 with	 dative	 subjects	 cross-linguistically,	 irrespective	 of	 the	 motion	 >	
success	 metaphor,	 for	 instance	 in	 languages	 generally	 exhibiting	 dative	 subject	
constructions.	We	are	aware	of	only	a	few	languages	outside	Indo-European	where	dative	
subjects	 are	 found	 with	 verbs	 of	 success.	 These	 include	 some	 Finno-Ugric	 languages	
(Saami,	 Finnish,	 Hungarian),	 Modern	 Hebrew,	 two	 Nakh-Daghestanian	 languages	
(Akhvakh,	Avar)	and	one	Tibeto-Burman	language	(Japhug).	In	contrast,	no	evidence	for	











at	 least	 during	 the	 last	 few	 centuries	 (Comrie	 2008),	 leaving	 only	 Tibeto-Burman	 as	
unexplained	by	a	potential	contact	situation.	Examples	of	verbs	of	success	occurring	with	











is	 evident,	 the	 source	domain,	 to	 the	 right	 in	Figure	6,	 is	MOTION	FORWARD	and	 the	
target	domain,	to	the	left,	is	SUCCESS.	The	mapping	between	the	semantic	participants	of	
the	source	and	target	domains	in	Figure	6,	i.e.	between	the	self-mover	of	the	Self	motion-
frame	 and	 the	 protagonist,	 i.e.	 the	 successful	 individual,	 of	 the	 Success-frame	 is	
represented	through	the	arrows	between	the	participants	of	the	two	domains.	Recall	that	
the	 second	 argument	 of	 the	 dative	 subject	 construction	 is	 either	 a	 nominative	 or	 a	
prepositional	object.	This	argument,	moreover,	is	optional,	hence	the	brackets	around	the	
Destination	 in	 the	 source	 domain	 and	 the	 corresponding	 Achievement	 in	 the	 target	
domain.	
	
*                     
            SUCCESS IS MOTION FORWARD 
 










      
	












participants	 of	 the	 Success-frame	 onto	 the	 arguments	 of	 the	 argument	 structure	 is	
already	specified	within	the	argument	structure	itself	through	indexing.		Through	these	
two	mappings,	from	the	metaphorical	source	domain	onto	the	target	domain	in	Figure	6	
and	 the	mapping	of	 the	participants	of	 the	 semantic	 frame	onto	 the	arguments	 in	 the	




The	 double	 arrows	 in	Figure	 7	 illustrate	 the	mutual	 influence	 of	 the	 argument	
structure	and	the	metaphor	on	each	other;	the	metaphor	affects	the	choice	of	argument	
structure,	 while	 at	 the	 same	 time	 the	 argument	 structure	 predicts	 a	 certain	 type	 of	
semantics	motivated	by	this	metaphor.			
	






   
 SYN DATi, NOMj    
    
 VERB CL Verbs	of	motion	   
  	  
 SEM SUCCESS	  





subject,	 that	 the	 conceptual	 metaphor,	 motion	 >	 success,	 should	 be	 understood	 as	




mover	 of	 the	 source	 domain	 and	 any	 semantic	 participant	 in	 the	 target	 domain.	 This	
would	produce	a	major	mismatch	between	the	participant	roles	of	 the	source	and	the	







metaphor	where	 the	 dative	 subject	would	 be	 perceived	 of	 as	 a	 beneficiary,	 somehow	
receiving	the	success.	On	such	an	analysis,	two	metaphors	are	needed	to	account	for	the	
semantic	development	of	motion	>	 success	across	 the	 Indo-European	 family.	Of	 these	
two,	only	a	subsection	of	the	semantic	participants	of	the	two	source	domains	would	be	







There	 is,	 however,	 another	 way	 of	 accounting	 for	 the	 perceived	 benefactive	
properties	 of	 the	 dative	 subject	 argument,	 and	 thus	 to	 account	 for	 any	 potential	
perception	that	success	moves	to	 the	Protagonist,	 the	Successful	 Individual,	 instead	of	










shown	 to	be	 infelicitous,	we	 refer	 the	reader	 to	Barðdal	 (2004:	124–131),	Thráinsson	
(2007:	xx),	and	the	references	found	there.		
We	have	shown	above	that	there	are	at	least	six	metaphorical	extensions	behind	
the	 creation	 of	 success	 verbs	 across	 the	 early	 Indo-European	 languages.	Hence,	more	
such	extensions	could	easily	have	existed	 in	the	proto-stage.	However,	we	confine	our	
reconstruction	to	the	extension	best	attested	in	the	daughter	languages.	What	is	more,	























of	 the	 oblique	 subject	 construction	 already	 reconstructed	 for	 Proto-Indo-European	 is	







semantics	 in	 the	 international	 scholarship,	 namely	 the	 investigation	 of	 how	 existing	
lexical	verbs	may	develop	into	new	lexical	verbs,	as	opposed	to	the	development	of	lexical	
verbs	 into	 auxiliaries.	 For	 this	 purpose,	 we	 have	 focused	 on	 the	 emergence	 of	 verbs	






a	 concomitant	 change	 in	 argument	 structure	 from	 a	 canonical	 Nom-(Acc)	 frame	 to	 a	
noncanonical	Dat-(Nom/PP)	frame.	The	type	of	verbal	polysemy	involved	is	accounted	
for,	within	Construction	Grammar,	through	different	argument	structure	constructions.		
	 On	the	basis	of	 the	data	presented	 in	this	article,	we	have	shown	that	 ‘succeed’	
constructions	systematically	develop	from	verbs	of	motion	in	both	Germanic	and	in	the	
Indo-European	 languages	 in	general.	Not	only	have	we	demonstrated	 the	well-known	
regularity	in	semantic	change,	from	concrete	to	abstract,	we	have	also	identified	a	more	
specific	 path	 of	 semantic	 change	 found	 with	 verbs	 of	 success,	 i.e.	 ‘go	 (forward)’	 >	
‘succeed’.	This	metaphorical	extension	is	arguably	documented	for	several	branches	of	
Indo-European,	manifesting	the	regular	character	of	this	path,	which	thus	can	serve	as	
basis	 for	 our	 semantic	 reconstruction,	 going	 hand	 in	 hand	 with	 our	 syntactic	
reconstruction.		
Thus,	 we	 reconstruct	 a	 ‘succeed’	 construction	with	 a	 Dat(-Nom/PP)	 argument	
structure,	instantiated	by	the	same	lexical	verb	‘go	(forward)’	for	Proto-Germanic,	as	well	
as	a	verb-class-specific	DAT-‘succeeds’	 construction,	 confined	 to	verbs	of	motion	with	
preverbs	or	adverbial	modifiers	for	Proto-Germanic	and	verbs	of	motion	with	directional	
and	 comitative	 preverbs	 in	 Proto-Indo-European.	 What	 is	 more,	 we	 are	 able	 to	
reconstruct	 a	 conceptual	 metaphor,	 SUCCESS	 IS	 MOTION	 FORWARD,	 for	 Proto-Indo-
European,	and	its	mapping	with	the	dative	subject	construction.	As	far	as	we	are	aware,	
this	 is	 the	 first	 reconstruction	 of	 a	 conceptual	 metaphor	 for	 a	 proto-language	 in	 the	
literature.		





from	the	nominative	canon,	as	 in	 the	 Indo-European	 languages	discussed	here.	On	the	
contrary,	the	co-occurrence	of	verbs	of	success	with	dative	subjects	does	not	seem	to	be	




languages.	 Therefore,	 the	 ubiquity	 of	 the	 DAT-‘succeeds’	 construction	 across	 several	
branches	of	the	Indo-European	family,	instantiated	by	verbs	of	motion	with	directional	
and	comitative	preverbs,	speaks	for	the	reconstructability	of	this	construction.		





which	 motivates	 the	 DAT-‘succeeds’	 construction.	 This	 may	 mean	 that	 these	
metaphorical	extensions	represent	either	an	earlier	inheritance	that	has	gone	lost	or	a	
later	innovation	in	the	daughter	languages.	While	the	DAT-‘succeeds’	construction	can	be	
confidently	 reconstructed	 for	 Proto-Germanic	 and	 Proto-Indo-European	 with	 motion	









regularity	 in	 semantic	 change,	 of	 validity	 for	 cross-linguistic	 research	 and	 historical-
comparative	reconstruction,	as	such	contributing	to	a	better	understanding	of	semantic	
metaphorization	and	regularity	in	historical	semantics.		
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